A C O M PA R I S O N

RAW PROCESSORS

THE LENS YOU
A L W AY S U S E
• Apple Photos
• Capture 1 Pro 12
• DxO Photolab 2 (demo)
• Luminar 3
• On1 Photo Raw 2019
• No Lightroom (or

Darktable, sorry Mark!)

LR AND
T O PA Z
• Mark has generously

offered to take a crack at
the RAW File with
• Lightroom
• Topaz Studio
• That said, he may target

slightly different results
than me.

TO BE CLEAR

• I am not paid or sponsored or associated or affiliated with any of these.
• I either bought at the same price available to you (at least if you wait

for specials) or demo’d all in question.
• The original image and my processed versions are available to you for

private use. If you would like to try other software for comparison or to
see if you can do better than I did with this software, please share the
results with the club.
•

The RAW file is 36MB. The uncompressed TIFFs are 145-192 MB
each. I have them on a USBC/A Flash drive.

THE RULES
• The original photo Was shot using a Nikon D750, Tamron

24-70 G1, and available light in Natural Bridge Caverns.
No flash photography was permitted, and it was lit about
like good candle lighting. It was shot at 12,800 ISO and
daylight white balance, hence the yellow color.
• Each Image started from a unique copy of the original.
• The image was processed in each software using only

sliders and check boxes. No masking, no local
adjustments, and no image layers were used.

YES, EVEN APPLE PHOTOS

ALL USED LENS CORRECTIONS

• MacOS applies Lens corrections in both Photos and

Preview/Quick Look. There is no way I am aware of to turn
this off, but it is not exactly like the others.

• This is most likely based on manufacturer metadata

attached with the lens, not an internal database.

• Supported Lenses per Apple
• Older or manual lenses or “dumb adaptors” will not convey

this information and you will get no corrections, but you can
manually select in the non Apple software what to apply.

UNCORRECTED FOR DISTORTION

CORRECTED FOR DISTORTION

PIXEL PEEPING

Obviously, we cannot view full resolution files here, so
pardon me while I bring the various RAW processors to
show them.
Identical settings will not get the same results, even for
things like color temperature set in Kelvin!

THOUGHTS NOISE REDUCTION

OPINIONS
• On the previous page I felt the top left removed noise,

and the remaining noise was less noticeable in color.

• The top right removed noise similar to the top left, but

at the expense of detail

• The bottom righted the best job of preserving detail,

while having somewhat more noticeable noise

• And the bottom left and center were tied for the worst

all around

OPINIONS
• On the noise page The top left was DxO Photolab 2.
• The top right Luminar 3
• The bottom right was Capture 1 Pro 12
• And the bottom left was Apple Photos
• The Center was On1 Photo Raw 2019

SPEED

• For importing and viewing photos, as well as editing

them individually, Apple Photos is the clear winner. It
is so much faster than everything else you may as well
call it a 4 way tie for last place.

• The only caveat here is that Apple Photos does not

have batch processing.

A D VA N C E O P T I O N S
• If your Apple Photos is stock, you will not see

all these options, but they are included, you
only need to enable them.

• You can round trip send photos to an

external editor, but that negates the speed
advantage.

• Even with all of this, Photos in indisputably

the least powerful editor on the list.

• It is convenient for sharing and quick looks

PRESETS
• Both Luminar and On1 have workflows targeted at Presets

(or “Filters”). You can make your own or, of course, buy
them.

• Capture 1 and DxO both have options for presets, as does

Lightroom (that they would also love to sell you), but it
does not feel to me like this is the bases of their workflow.

• Apple Photos has no presets. You can copy adjustments

from one image to another (one at a time) or hit the magic
“Auto” button

A I F E AT U R E S
• Luminar touts AI features such as the Luminar 3 AI sky

enhancer and, coming in 4 sky replacer. I also like the
“God Rays” filter for Luminar.

• On1 has AI masking features, built in HDR merging,

RAW layers, and auto-align layers.

• Apple has some kind of AI image recognition. Search

your Photos Library for “bridges” for example, and it
will find images with bridges even with no keywords.

C O L O R T E M P E R AT U R E
• While turning contrast up one click is different in each package, I expected this.

What I didn’t expect was the same problem with color temperature. I mean the
Kelvin scale is an actual scientific standard maintained by an international body, but
3200 in any one of these is different than 3200 in every other one.
• Apple Photos goes 2500-10000
• On1 goes -400 to +400 so isn’t a real scale
• Luminar goes 2000-25000
• DxO goes 2000-50000
• Capture 1 goes 800-14000
• And nothing lines up with anything else. C1 Pro is able to make photos the most

blue using just the temperature scale, and Dx0 the most red, if it matters to you.

HEALING
• I’m not going into depth on the healing here, but I do

feel the need to call out Capture 1. It has the least
friendly healing system of the lot, requiring layers to
be added to use healing.

• If you choose to Demo these packages, be sure and

test this feature, especially on C1 Pro

• Saying that, I generally like C1 better than the others.

PRICING
• Apple Photos - Free if you own a Mac
• On1 Photo Raw 2019 $99.99 www.on1.com
• Luminar 3 $69, but for $99 they will throw in the Luminar 4 upgrade when it comes

out.
• DxO PhotoLab2 $129/$199 (essential and elite editions) . I think the Essential will

work for most users. www.dxo.com
• Capture 1 Pro 12 $299 ($109 for Sony OR Fuji specific versions that only support those

RAW files along with standard image formats like Tiff and JPG) or $10 a month.
• They have been sending out 1/2 off coupons a bit lately, and that was what I used.

Also, at $10 a month, the Adobe Photography plan is more powerful because it
includes Photoshop, but C1 is possibly enough better than LR that you don’t need
Photoshop. Evaluate for yourself.

LOUPEDECK
• At the meeting, I was using a Loupedeck to edit photos

(www.loupedeck.com). This is a great tool, in my
opinion, but it only works with Lightroom, Capture 1,
and Aurora HDR at the moment. Presumably, it will one
day work with Luminar, but it does not do that today.
• There are other similar products like Palette Gear, but

they only work with software that supports midi
controller input like Lightroom and Capture 1 (and
FCPX). This has to be enabled by the makes of the
software to work.

